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Contains selections from the Book of Common Prayer, including Morning Prayer Rite I, Daily
Devotions, Baptism, Holy Eucharist Rites I and II, Selected Pastoral Offices, Psalter, Prayers.
Spiral bound for easy use and designed in collaboration with the Episcopal Society for Ministry
on Aging, Inc., this volume is a companion to The Hymnal 1982 Selections in Large Print.

About the AuthorChurch Publishing, founded in 1918, is a publisher of trade books for general
readers (inspiration, leadership, financial wellness, social justice), academic works, and
professional church resources, including a suite of electronic products. It publishes The Book of
Common Prayer, The Hymnal 1982, and content used in the liturgy, faith formation, and mission
of The Episcopal Church.
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Frank X, “Big Print is helpful. The book was what we expected. It focuses more on the original
Rite I. But it's still helpful having key elements in big print since we are visually challenged.”

T. H., “Easy on Eyes and Hands!. The Book of Common Prayer in Large Print is wonderful for
two reasons: the print is huge and very clear; and the spiral binding is very convenient for
keeping the book open by itself. This is not a complete BCP, but it has all the really useful bits for
saying the office at home. I love this book when I'm pressed for time, and the print size is larger
than any large print book I've ever seen before.”

S. smith, “HUGE print. HUGE print which is a plus! I'm not familiar with the BCP but this seems to
have plenty of material for personal devotional time”

Sir Seán J. Madsen, “Very close to perfect. Of the several efforts made to render The Book of
Common Prayer more accessible to people who are vision impaired, this is probably the
best.The font used is large, but also dark - and that makes a determinative difference. It is also
thicker than those used in other large print adaptations of the BCP - which, again, makes the text
easier to read.The editors have chosen to include what they believed were the most important
sections of the Prayer Book, in order to keep it to a manageable size. Had I been compiling the
selections, I would have included the Marriage service - as well as a wider choice of Psalms in
the Psalter section.The binding is spiral, which is a help for many older people, but the cover is
paperback and thus not very durable. A flexible plastic or vinyl cover would have been
preferable.Despite my several suggestions for improvement, this is a very useful and helpful
Prayer Book for those who have limited eyesight. I am sincerely grateful to those whose efforts
have made it available.  I use it every day and I have come to love it.”

rev t, “Great BCP for those of us with very poor eyesightt.. This is a truly fantastic Book Of
Common Prayer for thoser of us who have somewhat severe sight loss. I use it all the tome in
church.”

Richard L. Jeske, “Large print version of BCP. This book is a welcome resource for those who
need a large print version of the liturgies in the Book of Common Prayer. The ring binder format
makes for easy usage.”

The book by Wayne Weible has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 29 people have provided feedback.
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